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ABSTRACT
Items from a database are often ranked based on a combination of
multiple criteria. A user may have the flexibility to accept combi-
nations that weigh these criteria differently, within limits. On the
other hand, this choice of weights can greatly affect the fairness of
the produced ranking. In this paper, we develop a system that helps
users choose criterion weights that lead to greater fairness.
We consider ranking functions that compute the score of each
item as a weighted sum of (numeric) attribute values, and then sort
items on their score. Each ranking function can be expressed as a
vector of weights, or as a point in a multi-dimensional space. For a
broad range of fairness criteria, we show how to efficiently identify
regions in this space that satisfy these criteria. Using this identifica-
tion method, our system is able to tell users whether their proposed
ranking function satisfies the desired fairness criteria and, if it does
not, to suggest the smallest modification that does. We develop
user-controllable approximation that and indexing techniques that
are applied during preprocessing, and support sub-second response
times during the online phase. Our extensive experiments on real
datasets demonstrate that our methods are able to find solutions that
satisfy fairness criteria effectively and efficiently.
1. INTRODUCTION
Data-driven algorithmic decisions are commonplace today. Be-
cause of the impact these decisions have on individuals and on pop-
ulation groups, issues of algorithmic bias and discrimination are
coming to the forefront of societal and technological discourse [7].
In the seminal work of Friedman and Nissenbaum [21] a biased
computer system is one that (1) systematically and unfairly dis-
criminates against some individuals or groups in favor of others,
and (2) joins this discrimination with an unfair outcome.
A prominent source of bias in data-driven systems is the data
itself, a phenomenon colloquially known as “racism in — racism
out”. For example, it has been shown that machine learning mod-
els trained on biased data will produce biased results, further pro-
pelling historical discrimination [16]. Naturally, the effects of bi-
ased data are not limited to machine learning scenarios, but also
impact processes that are directly designed and validated by hu-
mans. Perhaps the most immediate example of such a process is a
score-based ranker. In this paper we consider the task of designing
a fair score-based ranking scheme.
Ranking of individuals is ubiquitous, and is used, for example, to
establish credit worthiness, desirability for college admissions and
employment, and attractiveness as dating partners. A prominent
family of ranking schemes are score-based rankers, which compute
the score of each individual from some databaseD, sort the individ-
uals in decreasing order of score, and finally return either the full
ranked list, or its highest-scoring sub-set, the top-k. Many score-
based rankers compute the score of an individual as a linear combi-
nation of attribute values, with non-negative weights. Designing a
ranking scheme amounts to selecting a set of weights, one for each
feature, and validating the outcome on the database D.
Our goal is to assist the user in designing a ranking scheme that
both reflects a user’s a priori notion of quality and is fair, in the
sense that it mitigates preexisting bias with respect to a protected
feature that is embodied in the data. In line with prior work [17,27,
31–33], a protected feature denotes membership of an individual
in a legally-protected category, such as persons with disabilities, or
under-represented groups by gender or ethnicity. Interpreting the
definition of Friedman and Nissenbaum [21] for rankings, a biased
outcome occurs when a ranking decision is based fully or partially
on a protected feature. Discrimination occurs when this outcome is
systematic and unfavorable, for example, when minority ethnicity
or female gender systematically lead to placing individuals at lower
ranks. To make our discussion concrete, we consider an example.
EXAMPLE 1. A college admissions officer is evaluating a pool
of applicants, each with several potentially relevant attributes. For
simplicity, let us focus on two of these attributes — high school GPA
and SAT score , and use these in a score-based ranking scheme.
As the first step, to make the two score components compara-
ble, GPA and SAT scores may be normalized and standardized. We
will denote the resulting values g for GPA and s for SAT. The ad-
missions officer may believe a priori that g and s should have an
approximately equal weight, computing the score of an applicant
t ∈ D as f(t) = 0.5 × s + 0.5 × g, ranking the applicants, and
returning the top 500 individuals.
Upon inspection, it may be determined that an insufficient num-
ber of women is returned among the top-k: at least 200 women
were expected to be among the top-500, and only 150 were re-
turned, violating a fairness constraint. This violation may be due
to a gender disparity in the data: in 2014, women scored about 25
points lower on average than men in the SAT test [28].
The system will then assist the user in identifying a new scoring
functions f ′(t) = 0.45×s+0.55×g, which meets the fairness con-
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straint and is close to the original function f in terms of attribute
weights, thereby reflecting the user’s a priori notion of quality.
In machine learning, the common setup is to have training data
for which we know the outcome (label), and then the problem is to
have the system learn weights (or other model parameters) that re-
sult in an algorithm that maximizes the predicted outcome (or cor-
rectness of label). While this problem setup is appropriate for many
tasks, it requires unreasonably simplistic assumptions in many oth-
ers. For example, what is the outcome an admissions officer seeks
to maximize in admitting students? Some outcomes are relatively
easy to measure, such as GPA after admission and enrollment. But
what the university presumably really cares about is long-term suc-
cess: the admissions officer is looking for students who will go on
to become rich or famous or successful in some other dimension
that matters. This outcome is fuzzy, multi-dimensional, and hard
to measure. It is also long-term — the algorithm cannot really be
tuned for today based on data regarding students admitted 30 years
ago. For these reasons, many practical systems have simple models
with weights set by human experts, usually in a subjective manner.
Precisely because these weights are often subjectively chosen,
we have an even greater fear of discrimination than just algorith-
mic bias. In fact, there is a long history of people using justifi-
able models to be able to discriminate. For example, legacy was
added to the variables considered at admission, and given a high
weight, to keep down the number of Jewish students, since “too
many” of them would have been admitted considering academic
achievements alone [23, 24].
In this paper, we consider this sort of reverse problem: the se-
lection of model weights after we already know (the distribution of
attribute values in) the dataset to be scored and ranked. The goal is
to select weights such that desired fairness and diversity criteria are
satisfied. To be certain of meeting these criteria, the weights have
to be selected after we have the dataset in hand. If we know that the
distribution of values in the dataset will not change too much over
some window, we can go through a design process to choose model
weights once using a representative sample of the data, and then
just reuse the same model and weights for each dataset that follows.
We may still wish to verify that we continue to meet the required
criteria, and adjust our ranking function if needed. In short, the
choice of ranking function is not a one-time thing. Rather, in prac-
tice, ranking functions are frequently tuned, typically with small
changes.
As such, we repeatedly have a human model designer trying to
tune model weights. It may be acceptable for this tuning process
to take some time. However, we know that humans are able to
produce superior results when they get quick feedback in a design
or analysis loop. Indeed, it is precisely this need that is a central
motivation for OLAP, rather than having only long-running analyt-
ics queries. Ideally, a human designer of a ranking function would
want the system to support her work through interactive response
times. Our goal is to meet this need, to the extent possible.
In the remainder of this paper, we will present a query answering
system that assists the user in designing fair score-based rankers.
As the first step, the system pre-processes a dataset of candidates
off-line, and is then able to handle user requests in real time. The
user specifies a query in the form of a scoring function f , which
associates non-negative weights with item attributes and is used to
compute items scores, and to sort the items on their scores. We
assume the existence of a fairness oracle that, given an ordered list
of items, returns true if the list meets fairness criteria and so is
satisfactory, and returns false otherwise. If the list of items was
found to be unsatisfactory, we will suggest to the user an alternative
scoring function f ′ that is both satisfactory and close to the query f .
The user may accept the suggested function f ′, or she may decide
to manually adjust the query and invoke our system once again.
Numerous fairness definitions have been considered in the liter-
ature [14, 33]. A useful dichotomy is between individual fairness,
and group fairness, also known as statistical parity. The former re-
quires that similar individuals be treated similarly, while the latter
requires that demographics of those receiving a particular outcome
are identical or similar to the demographics of the population as
a whole [14]. These two requirements represent intrinsically dif-
ferent world views, and accommodating both may require trade-
offs [20]. Our focus is on group fairness, which is based on the re-
lationship between (1) membership of individuals in demographic
groups and (2) their ranked outcome.
While fairness in algorithmic systems is an active area of re-
search [33], our work is among a small handful of studies that focus
on fairness in ranking [9, 31, 32]. While others considered mitigat-
ing bias in the output of a ranker [9, 32], or incorporating fairness
constraints into ranked models [31], our work is the first to support
the user in designing fair ranking schemes.
Our methods are general, and can accommodate a large class of
group fairness constraints — including those based on asserting a
minimum or a maximum number of individuals at the top-k that
belong to a particular demographic group, as in Example 1 and in
the work of Celis et al. [9], but going far beyond this class. In fact,
our techniques treat the evaluation of fairness constraints as a black
box (embodied by the fairness oracle), and support any constraint
that can be evaluated over a ranked list of items. We are not limited
to binary protected group membership (such as gender in Exam-
ple 1, and in the work of Zehlike et al. [32]), and can accommodate
fairness constraints on multiple non-overlapping population groups
(such as ethnicity). Further, we support constraints that are stated
over more than one sensitive attribute; for example, we can enforce
constraints on gender, ethnicity and age group simultaneously.
Summary of contributions: In this paper, we assist the user in
designing fair score-based ranking schemes. Towards this goal, we
characterize the space of linear scoring functions (with their cor-
responding weight vectors), and characterize portions of this space
based on the ordering of items induced by these functions. We
develop algorithms to determine boundaries that partition the space
into regions where any desired fairness constraint is satisfied, called
satisfactory regions, and regions where the constraint is not satis-
fied. Given a user’s query, in the form of a scoring function f , we
develop techniques to find the nearest scoring function f ′ that sat-
isfies the constraint (or to state that the constraint is not satisfiable).
Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a query answering system that helps users choose
ranking functions that meet fairness requirements. (§ 1)
• Carefully defining the terms, problem statement, and assump-
tions (§ 2), we pursue offline indexing of the data that helps in
online answering of users’ queries.
• We introduce the notion of ordering exchange and use a transfor-
mation of the items to dual space to identify satisfactory regions,
in which fairness constraints are met. (§ 3)
• We propose the ray sweeping algorithm 2DRAYSWEEP for in-
dexing the satisfactory regions in two-dimensional space and
2DONLINE, an exact logarithmic binary search-based algorithm
that takes as input a user’s query f and proposes an alternative
f ′ in real time. (§ 3)
• For studying the linear ranking functions in fixed-size multi di-
mensional spaces, we introduce an angle coordinate system. We
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propose HYPERPOLAR to transform the ordering exchanges in
the angle coordinate system. (§ 4)
• We use “the arrangement of hyperplanes” [15, 25] and propose
the polynomial time exact algorithms SATREGIONS and MD-
BASELINE for identifying satisfactory regions and proposing fair
scoring functions to a user in a space with arbitrary number of
dimensions. (§ 4)
• We propose the arrangement tree data structure for optimizing
the running time of SATREGIONS. (§ 4)
• We propose a user-controllable grid partitioning of the angle co-
ordinate system that guarantees a maximum angle distance be-
tween every pair of points in a cell.
• We use the grid partitioning of the angle coordinate system and
propose an approximate algorithm (for multi-dimensional space)
that guarantees a controllable distance from the optimal solu-
tion, while enabling efficient processing of users’ queries. This
approximate algorithm provides opportunities for speeding up
the indexing algorithms by limiting the arrangements to each
cell and applying an early stopping strategy. We propose al-
gorithms CELLPLANE×, MARKCELL, and CELLCOLORING for
indexing, and an efficient online algorithm MDONLINE for an-
swering users’ queries. (§ 5)
In addition to the theoretical analyses, we conduct extensive ex-
periments on real datasets that confirm the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of our techniques, as described in § 6. Related work and
conclusions are discussed in § 7 and § 8, respectively.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Data model: We are given a dataset D of n items, each with d
scalar scoring attributes1. We represent an item t as a d-long vector
of scoring attributes, {t[1], t[2], . . . , t[d]}. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume that each scoring attribute is a non-negative number
and that larger values are preferred. This assumption is straightfor-
ward to relax with some additional notation and bookkeeping.
Ranking model: Our focus in this paper is on the class of linear
ranking functions that use a weight vector ~w = {w1, w2, . . . , wd}
to compute a goodness score f~w(t)2 of item t as Σdj=1wjt[j]. With-
out loss of generality, we assume each weight wj ∈ ~w ≥ 0. The
scores of items are used for ranking them. We assume that an item
with a higher score outranks an item with a lower score.
Our ranking model has an intuitive geometric interpretation: items
are represented by points in Rd, and a linear scoring function f is
represented by a ray starting from the origin and passing through
the point ~w = {w1, w2, ..., wd}. The score-based ordering of the
points induced by f corresponds to the ordering of their projections
onto the ray for ~w. Figure 1 shows the items of an example dataset
with d = 2 as points in R2. The function f = x+ y is represented
in Figure 1a as a ray stating from the origin and passing through
the point {1, 1}. Projections of the points onto the ray specify their
ordering based on f .
Note that the rays corresponding to functions f and f ′ are the
same if the weight vector of f ′ is a linear scaling of the weight vec-
tor of f . This is because a weight vector ~w = {w1, w2, . . . , wd}
induces the same ordering on the items as does its linear scaling
~w′ = {c.w1, c.w2, . . . , c.wd}, for any c > 0. Hence, the distance
between two functions f and f ′ is considered as the angular dis-
tance between their corresponding rays in Rd. For example, the
1Additional non-scalar attributes are considered in the fairness model.
2To simplify notation, we use f(t) to refer to f~w(t).
(a) function f = x+ y (b) function f = 0.97x+ 1.3y
Figure 1: 2D, the effect of two similar functions on output fairness.
distance between f = x + y and f ′ = 100x + 100y is 0, while
the distance between f = x + y and f ′′ = x is pi
4
, the angular
distance between the ray corresponding to f in Figure 1a and the
x-axis. Further details for computing the angular distance be-
tween two functions are provided in Appendix A.1. For every item
t ∈ D, contour of t on f is the value combinations in Rd with the
same score as f(t) [4, 6]. For linear functions, the contour of an
item t is the hyperplane h that is perpendicular to the ray of f and
passes through t.
Fairness model: We adopt a general ranked fairness model, in
which a fairness oracle O takes as input an ordered list of items
fromD, and determines whether the list meets fairness constraints:
O : ordered(D)→ {>,⊥}. A scoring function f that gives rise to
a fair ordering over D is said to be satisfactory.
In addition to scoring attributes, discussed in the data model,
items are associated with one or several type attributes. A type
corresponds to a protected feature such as gender or race. We dis-
cussed bias with respect to a protected feature in the introduction.
In the example in Figure 1, there is a single binary type attribute,
denoted by blue and orange colors. Suppose that the fairness ora-
cle returns true if the top-4 items contain an equal number of items
of each type. Function f = x + y in Figure 1a is not satisfac-
tory as it has 3 orange points and one blue point in its top-4, while
f ′ = 0.97x + 1.3y in Figure 1b contains two points each type in
its top-4 and is satisfactory.
While our fairness model is general, in our experimental evalua-
tion we focus on fairness constraints that were considered in recent
literature [9, 27, 32]: We work with proportionality constraints that
bound the number of items belonging to a particular demographic
group (as represented by an assignment of a value to a categorical
type attribute) at the top-k, for some given value of k.
2.1 Problem statement
A given query f , with a corresponding weight vector, may not
satisfy the required fairness constraints. Our problem is to propose
a scoring function f ′ with a similar weight vector as f that does
satisfy the constraints, if one exists.
Of course, the user may not accept our proposal. Instead, she
may try a different weight vector of her liking, which we can again
examine and either approve or propose an alternative. The final
choice of an acceptable scoring function is up to the user. The
formal statement of our problem is as follows:
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CLOSEST SATISFACTORY FUNCTION:
Given a dataset D with n items over d scalar scoring at-
tributes, a fairness oracle O : ordered(D) → {>,⊥},
and a linear scoring function f with the weight vector ~w =
{w1, w2, · · · , wd}, find the function f ′ with the weight vec-
tor ~w′ such that O(OrderByf ′(D)) = > and the angular
distance between ~w and ~w′ is minimized.
High-level idea: From the system’s viewpoint, the challenge is to
propose similar weight vectors that satisfy the fairness constraints,
in interactive time. To accomplish this, our solution will operate
with an offline phase and then an online phase. In the offline phase,
we will process the dataset, and develop data structures that will be
useful in the online phase. In the online phase, we will exploit these
data structures to quickly find similar satisfactory weight vectors.
In the next section, we consider the easier to visualize 2D case, in
which the dataset contains 2 scalar scoring attributes. The terms
and techniques discussed in § 3 will help us in § 4 for developing
algorithms for the general multi-dimensional case where the num-
ber of scalar scoring attributes is d > 2.
3. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we consider a simplified version of the problem in
which only two scalar attributes (x and y) participate in the rank-
ing. The problem in 2D is easier to understand, visualize, and ex-
plain, and allows us to create the foundation for the general prob-
lem, which we will address in subsequent sections. We begin by
introducing the central notion of ordering exchange that partitions
the space of linear functions into disjoint regions. Then, we use this
concept to develop two algorithms: an offline algorithm to identify
and index the satisfactory regions, and an online algorithms that
can be used repeatedly, as the domain expert interactively tunes
weights, to obtain a desired ranking function.
3.1 Ordering exchange
Each item in a 2-dimensional dataset can be represented as a
point inR2, and each ranking function f can be represented as a ray
starting from the origin. The ordering of the items is the ordering
of their projections on the ray of f . For instance, Figure 1 specifies
the projection of the points on the ray of f = x + y. One can see
that the set of rays between the x and y axes represents the set of
possible ranking functions in 2D. Even though an infinite number
of rays exists between x and y, the number of possible orderings
of n items is limited to n!, the number of their permutations. Our
central insight is that we do not need to consider every possible
ranking function: we only need to consider at most as many as
there are orderings of the items, as we discuss next.
Consider two points t1〈1, 2〉 and t2〈2, 1〉, shown in Figure 2.
The projections of t1 and t2 on the x-axis are the points x = 1
and x = 2, respectively. Hence, the ordering based on f = x is
t2  t1, which denotes that t2 is preferred to t1 by f . Moving
away from the x-axis towards the y-axis, the distance between the
projections of t1 and t2 on the ray decreases, and becomes zero
at f = x + y. Then, moving from f = x + y to the y-axis,
the ordering between these two points changes to t1  t2. As
we continue moving towards the y-axis, the distance between the
projections of t1 and t2 increases, and their order remains t1  t2.
Using this observation, we can partition the set of scoring functions
based on their angle with the x-axis into F1 = [0, pi/4] and F2 =
[pi/4, pi/2], such that for every f ∈ F1 the ordering is t2  t1 and
for every f ′ ∈ F2 the ordering is t1  t2.
Given the importance of the place where items t1 and t2 switch
ordering, we define the ordering exchange as the ranking functions
Figure 2: The ordering exchange between a pair of points.
according to which t1 and t2 are equally good. In 2D, the ordering
exchange of a pair of points is at most a single function.
For any specified ordering of items, the fairness constraint either
is satisfied or it is not. If this ordering is changed, the satisfaction of
the fairness constraint may change as well. Therefore, in the space
of possible ranking functions, every boundary between a satisfac-
tory region and an unsatisfactory region must comprise ordering
exchange functions.
3.2 Offline processing
The goal of offline processing is to identify and index the sat-
isfactory functions in a way that allows efficient answering of on-
line queries. Following the example in Figure 2, we propose a ray
sweeping algorithm for identifying satisfactory functions in 2D.
To identify the ordering exchanges of pairs of items, we trans-
form items into a dual space [15], where every item t is transformed
into the line d(t), as follows:
d(t) : t[1].x+ t[2].y = 1 (1)
The ordering of the items based on a function f with the weight
vector {w1, w2} is the ordering of the intersections of the lines d(t)
with the ray starting from the origin and passing through the point
〈w1, w2〉3. For example, Figure 4 shows the dual transformation
(using Eqaution 3) of the 2D dataset provided in Figure 3. There-
fore, the ordering exchange of a pair ti and tj is the intersection of
d(ti) and d(tj). For example, in Figure 4, the ordering exchange
of t1 and t2 is the top-left intersection (of lines d(t1) and d(t2)).
Using Equation 3, the intersection of the lines d(ti) and d(tj)
can be computed by solving the following system of equations:
×d(ti),d(tj) :
{
ti[1]x+ ti[2]y = 1
tj [1]x+ tj [2]y = 1
The ordering exchange is the origin-starting ray with the angle:
⇒x = (1− ti[2]
tj [2]
)/(ti[1]− tj [1]ti[2]
tj [2]
)
⇒y = 1− ti[1]x
ti[2]
⇒θ = arctan(y/x) (2)
Now, we use the ordering exchanges to design the ray sweeping
algorithm 2DRAYSWEEP , presented in Algorithm 1: the algorithm
first computes the ordering exchange between the pairs of items that
do not dominate each other4 using Equation 2, and adds them, in
addition to the angle 0, to a list. Next, Line 9 sorts the angles in an
ascending order. Then it orders the items in D based on the x-axis
(angle 0) and gradually updates the ordered list (Ω) as it sweeps the
3This is because the line showing the contour of t, transforms to the inter-
section point of d(t) and the ray of f .
4t dominates t′ if ∀i ∈ [1, d], t[i] ≥ t′[i] and ∃j ∈ [1, d] such that
t[j] > t′[j]. [5]
4
t1 1 3.5
t2 1.5 3.1
t3 1.91 2.3
t4 2.3 1.8
t5 3.2 0.9
Figure 3: A 2D dataset Figure 4: Dual presentation of Fig. 3 Figure 5: Satisfactory sectors Figure 6: Satisfactory regions
Algorithm 1 2DRAYSWEEP
Input: dataset D and fairness oracle O
Output: sorted satisfactory regions S
1: Θ = {0}
2: for i = 1 to n-1 do
3: for j = i+1 to n do
4: if ti or tj dominates the other then continue
5: θij = Angle of ordering exchange of ti and tj (Eq. 2)
6: add (θij , ti, tj) to Θ
7: end for
8: end for
9: sort Θ
10: Ω = sort {ti ∈ D} on x-axis, i = 1
11: while i < |Θ| and O(Ω) = False do
12: i = i+ 1
13: (θ, a, b) = Θ[i]
14: swap a and b in Ω
15: end while
16: S = [〈Θ[i], 0〉], flag = True
17: for j = i+ 1 to |Θ| − 1 do
18: (θ, a, b) = Θ[j]
19: swap a and b in Ω
20: sign = O(Ω)
21: if flag = True and sign = False then append(S, 〈Θ[j], 1〉)
22: else if flag = False and sign = True then append(S,
〈Θ[j], 0〉)
23: flag = sign
24: end for
25: if flag = True then append(S, 〈pi/2, 1〉)
26: return S
ray toward the y-axis (angle pi/2), by changing the order of pairs
of items in their ordering exchanges . Upon finding a satisfactory
sector, the algorithm continues attaching the neighboring sectors as
long as those are still satisfactory, to generate a satisfactory region.
Algorithm 1 stores the borders of the satisfactory regions in S
as pairs 〈θ, 0/1〉, where 〈θ, 0〉 represents that θ is the start of a
satisfactory region, while 〈θ, 1〉 represents that θ is the end of the
region. Consider Figure 5 and suppose that the green sectors are
labeled as satisfactory by the fairness oracle. Figure 6 shows the
satisfactory regions produced by Algorithm 1. One can see the third
from the left satisfactory region is the union of two neighboring
satisfactory sectors in Figure 5.
THEOREM 1. Algorithm 1 has time complexity O(n2(logn +
On)), where On is the time complexity of O for input of size of n.
PROOF. The proof for this theorem is straightforward, follow-
ing the number of ordering exchanges. Since every pair of items in
2D has at most one ordering exchange, the total number of ordering
exchanges is in O(n2). Sorting the ordering exchanges in Line 9 is
inO(n2 logn). Sorting the items along the x-axis is inO(n logn).
Then in lines 11 to 24, the algorithm gradually updates the ranked
list as it moves from each sector to the next one. For each of the sec-
tors, it calls the oracle once to check if it is satisfactory. This is in
O(n2On). Therefore 2DRAYSWEEP is inO(n2(logn+On)).
3.3 Online processing
Having the sorted list of 2D satisfactory regions constructed in
the offline phase allows us to design an efficient algorithm for on-
line answering of the users’ queries. Recall that a query is a pro-
posed set of weights for a linear ranking function. Our task is to
determine whether these weights result in a fair ranking, and to
suggest weight modifications if they do not.
Online processing is implemented by Algorithm 2 that, given a
function f , applies binary search on the sorted list of satisfactory
regions. If f falls within a satisfactory region, the algorithm returns
f , otherwise it returns the satisfactory border closest to f .
Algorithm 2 2DONLINE
Input: sorted satisfactory regions S, function f : {w1, w2}
Output: weight vector {w′1, w′2}
1: (r, θ) = (
√
w21 + w
2
2, arctan
w2
w1
)
2: low = 1, high = |S|
3: while (high−low) > 1 do
4: mid = (low+high)/2
5: if S[mid][1] < θ then low = mid
6: else high = mid
7: end while
8: if S[low][2] = 0 then
9: return {w1, w2} // input vector is satisfactory
10: end if
11: if (θ − S[low][1]) < (S[high][1]− θ) then
12: return {r cos(S[low][1]), r sin(S[low][1])}
13: end if
14: return {r cos(S[high][1]), r sin(S[high][1])}
THEOREM 2. Algorithm 2 has time complexity O(logn).
PROOF. There totally are at mostO(n2) ordering exchanges for
n items. Therefore, the size of the sorted list of satisfactory re-
gions in 2D is in O(n2). Applying binary search on this list is
O(logn).
4. THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In general, more than two attributes may be used for ranking. We
now extend the basic framework introduced in § 3 to handle multi-
dimensional cases. The challenge is that regions of interest are
no longer simple planar wedges, bounded by two rays at an angle.
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Rather, they are high-dimensional objects, with multiple bounding
facets.
To manage the geometry better, we first introduce an angle coor-
dinate system, and show that ordering exchanges form hyperplanes
in this system. Identifying and indexing satisfactory regions dur-
ing offline processing is similar to constructing the arrangement of
these hyperplanes [15]. We then propose an exact online algorithm
that works based on the indexed satisfactory regions.
4.1 Ordering exchange in angle coordinates
Consider function f with weight vector ~w = {w1, w2, · · · , wd}.
The score of each tuple ti based on f is Σdk=1wkti[k]. For every
pair of items ti and tj , the ordering exchange is the set of functions
that give the same score to both items. As in the previous section,
we consider the dual space, transforming item t into a (d − 1)-
dimensional hyperplane in Rd:
d(t) :
d∑
k=1
t[k].xk = 1 (3)
For each pair of items ti and tj , the intersection of d(ti) and
d(tj) is a (d − 2) dimensional structure. For instance, in R3 the
dual transformation of every item is a plane and the intersection of
two planes is a line. The intersection between d(ti) and d(tj) can
be computed using the following system of equations:
×d(ti),d(tj) :
{ ∑d
k=1 ti[k].xk = 1∑d
k=1 tj [k].xk = 1
(4)
The set of rays starting from the origin and passing through the
points p ∈ ×d(ti),d(tj) represents the ordering exchange of ti and
tj . Hence, the (d−1)-dimensional hyperplane defined by×d(ti),d(tj)
and the origin point (Equation 5) contains these rays.
d∑
k=1
(ti[k]− tj [k])wk = 0 (5)
For example, consider items t1 = {1, 2, 3} and t2 = {2, 4, 1} in
Figure 7. Using Equation 5, the ordering exchange of t1 and t2 is
defined by the magenta plane w1 + 2w2 − 2w3 = 0 in Figure 8.
As explained in § 2, linear functions over d attributes (rays in
Rd) are identified by d − 1 angles, each between 0 and pi/2. For
instance, in § 3, we identify every function in 2D by an angle
θ ∈ [0, pi/2]. Similarly, in multiple dimensions, we identify the
functions by their angles. We now introduce the angle coordinate
system for this purpose.
Angle coordinate system: Consider the Rd−1 coordinate system,
where every axis θi ∈ [0, pi/2] stands for the angle θi in the po-
lar representation of points in Rd. Every function (ray in Rd) is
represented by the point 〈θ1, θ2, · · · , θd−1〉 in the angle coordinate
system. For example, as depicted in Figure 9, a function f in R3
is the combination of two angles θ1 and θ2, each over the range
[0, pi/2].
Following Equation 5, the ordering exchange of a pair of items
forms a (d − 2)-dimensional hyperplane in the angle coordinate
system. For example, in 3D, the ordering exchange of ti and tj
forms a line. We use hi,j to refer to the ordering exchange of ti
and tj in the angle coordinate system.
Before we can construct satisfactory regions, we first need to
compute ordering exchanges in the angle coordinate system. Algo-
rithm 3 computes hi,j for a given pair of items ti and tj . The algo-
rithm uses (d− 1) linearly independent points in the hyperplane of
Equation 5, and finds the angles of the ray from the origin through
each of the points, using their polar representations. To find the
Algorithm 3 HYPERPOLAR
Input: items ti and tj
Output: ordering exchange hi,j
1: V = [ti[k]− tj [k] , ∀1 ≤ k ≤ d] // Equation 5
2: Θ = {}
3: p = d− 1 linearly independent points satisfying Equation 5
4: for k = 1 to d− 1 do
5: (r, θ) = ToPolar(p[k])
6: add θ to Θ
7: end for
// Find the hyperplane containing the points in Θ
8: ι = [1, 1, · · · , 1]
9: return Θ−1 × ι
points, one can start with an arbitrary non-zero point on the plane
and scale each dimension independently to get the other points. Af-
ter this step, each row of the (d − 1) × (d − 1) matrix Θ shows
a point in the angle coordinate system. HYPERPOLAR represents
hyperplanes as
∑d−1
k=1 hi,j [k]θk = 1. Since all (d− 1) points in Θ
fall in hi,j , this forms a linear system of equations Θ × hi,j = ι,
where ι is the unit vector of size (d − 1). Solving this system of
equations, we get hi,j = Θ−1 × ι. Given that computing Θ−1 is
the bottleneck in Algorithm 3, it is easy to see that HYPERPOLAR
is in O(d3), which is O(1) for a fixed d.
4.2 Construction of satisfactory regions
The construction of satisfactory regions relates to the arrange-
ment [15] of ordering exchange hyperplanes in the angle coordi-
nate system. Consider the arrangement of hi,j , ∀ti, tj ∈ D. Items
ti and tj switch order on the two sides of hi,j , while inside each
convex region in the arrangement their relative ordering does not
change. In the following, we construct all convex regions in the
arrangement and check if the ordering inside each is satisfactory.
A convex region is defined as the intersection of a set of half-
spaces [15]. Every hyperplane h divides the space into two half-
spaces h+ and h−. In our problem, the ordering between ti and tj
switches for each hyperplane hi,j , moving from h+i,j to h
−
i,j .
Inspired by the algorithm proposed in [15], we develop an in-
cremental algorithm for discovering the convex regions in the ar-
rangement. Intuitively, Algorithm 4 adds the hyperplanes one af-
ter the other to the arrangement. At every iteration, it finds the
set of regions in the arrangement with which the new hyperplane
intersects. Recall that hi,j is in the form of
∑d−1
k=1 hi,j [k]θk =
1. Hence, the half-space h+i,j can be considered as the constraint∑d−1
k=1 hi,j [k]θk ≥ 1 and h−i,j as
∑d−1
k=1 hi,j [k]θk ≤ 1. The set of
points inside a convex regionR = {(hR1,+/−), (hR2,+/−), · · · }
satisfy constraints σR as defined in Equation 6.
σR :
{ ∀ half-space(h′,+) ∈ R, ∑d−1k=1 h′[k]θk ≥ 1
∀ half-space(h′,−) ∈ R, ∑d−1k=1 h′[k]θk ≤ 1 (6)
Using Equation 6, a hyperplane h intersects with a convex region
R if there exists a point p ∈ h such that the constraints in σR are
satisfied. The existence of such a point can be determined using
linear programming (LP). If the new hyperplane intersects with R,
Algorithm 4 breaks it down into two convex regions that represent
the intersections of R with half-spaces h+ and h−.
Having constructed the arrangement, Algorithm 4 finds, using
linear programming, a point θ that satisfies σR, and uses θ to check
if region R is satisfactory. If R is not satisfactory, it is removed
from the set of satisfactory regionsR.
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Algorithm 4 SATREGIONS
Input: dataset D and fairness oracle O
Output: satisfactory regionsR
1: H = {}
// construct ordering exchanges in angle coordinates
2: for i = 1 to n− 1 do
3: for j = i+ 1 to n do
4: if ti or tj dominates the other then continue
5: add HYPERPOLAR (ti ,tj) to H
6: end for
7: end for
8: R = { {(H[1],+)}, {(H[1],−)} }
// add hyperplanes incrementally to the arrangement
9: for h ∈ (H\{H[1]}) do
10: `R = |R|
11: for i = 1 to `R do
12: if ∃p ∈ h s.t. σR[i] then
13: R′ = R[i]
14: appendR[i] by (h,+)
15: append R′ by (h,−)
16: add R′ toR
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
// remove the unsatisfactory regions
20: for R ∈ R do
21: θ = a point that σR is satisfied
22: ~w = ToCartesian(1,θ)
23: if O(OrderByf~w (D)) = False then
24: remove R fromR
25: end if
26: end for
27: returnR
THEOREM 3. For a fixed number of dimensions, the time com-
plexity of Algorithm 4 is O
(
n2d−1(nLp(n2) +On logn)
)
, where
Lp(n2) is the time of solving a linear programming problem of n2
constrains and a fixed number of variables andOn is the time com-
plexity of O for an input of size n.
PROOF. Lines 2 to 6 of SATREGIONS construct hi,j for each
pair of the items ti and tj (in the dual space). Since Algorithm 3
has a constant complexity for a fixed number of dimensions, con-
structing the ordering exchanges in the angle coordinate system is
in O(n2). The next step of the algorithm is constructing the ar-
rangement of hyperplanes. Using results from combinatorial ge-
ometry, the complexity of the arrangement of n2 hyperplanes in
Rd−1 is O(n2(d−1)) [15]. The bottleneck in Algorithm 4 is the
construction of the arrangement: at iteration i, add the ith hyper-
plane to the arrangement. To do so, identify the set of regions with
which the current hyperplane intersects, by applying a linear scan
over the set of regions to find intersections. Furthermore, for each
region, Algorithm 4 solves an LP with i2 constraints over a fixed
number of variables. The number of regions at iteration i is i2(d−1).
Thus the total cost is:
O(
n2∑
i=1
(i2(d−1)Lp(i2))) ≤ O(n2dLp(n2))
After constructing the arrangement, the algorithm removes the un-
satisfactory regions from R. To do so, for each region, it chooses
a function inside the regions, orders the items based on it, and calls
the oracle to check if it is satisfactory. There are O(n2(d−1)) re-
gions in the arrangement and ordering the items in each region is
in O(n logn). Hence, this step is in O(n2d−1 lognOn). The time
complexity of the algorithm, therefore, is:
O
(
n2d−1(nLp(n2) +On logn)
)
To add a new hyperplane, Algorithm 4 checks the intersection of
every region with the hyperplane. But in practice most regions do
not intersect with it. In the following, we define the arrangement
tree, which keeps tracks of the space partitioning in a hierarchical
manner, and can quickly rule out many regions. While this does not
change the asymptotic worst case complexity, we find that it greatly
helps in practice, as we will illustrate experimentally in § 6.4.
Arrangement tree: Consider a binary tree where every vertex v is
associated with a hyperplane hi, while its left and right edges refer
to h−i and h
+
i , respectively. Every vertex of the tree corresponds to
a region R that is the set of half-spaces specified by the edges from
the root to it. As a result, the left (resp. right) child of v shows the
regions in R that fall in h− (resp. h+).
Figure 10 shows a sample arrangement tree for a set of 6 hyper-
planes {h1,2, h1,3, h1,4, h2,3, h2,4, h3,4}. The leaves of the tree
are the regions of the arrangement. The region R3, for example, is
the intersection of the half-spaces {h−1,2, h+1,3, h+2,4}. In this figure,
consider the left child of the root. Let us assume that a new hyper-
plane h does not intersect with the right child of this node, i.e., it
does not intersect with the region {h−1,2, h+1,3}. Then we can prune
the whole subtree and skip checking the intersection of h with the
regions R3, R6, and R7, because all these regions are inside the
region {h−1,2, h+1,3}.
Algorithm 5 shows the recursive algorithm for adding a hyper-
plane to an arrangement, using the arrangement tree. It replaces
the lines 9 to 18 in Algorithm 4.
4.3 Online processing
Thus far in this section, we studied how to preprocess the data
and construct satisfactory regions in multiple dimensions. Next,
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Algorithm 5 AT+
Input: arrangement tree T , the hyperplane h, the constraints path
to root σ
1: if T is null then
2: T = new ArrangementTree(h)
3: return
4: end if
5: σl = σ ∪ {
∑d−1
k=1 T.h[k]θk ≤ 1}
6: σr = σ ∪ {∑d−1k=1 T.h[k]θk ≥ 1}
7: if h passes through σl then AT+ (T .left,h,σl)
8: if h passes through σr then AT+ (T .right,h,σr)
given a query (a function f ) and the satisfactory regions, our ob-
jective is to find the closest satisfactory function f ′ to f . To do so,
MDBASELINE solves a non-linear programming problem for each
satisfactory region to find the closest point of the region to f . It
then returns the function with the minimum angle distance with f .
Algorithm 6 MDBASELINE
Input: Satisfactory regions R, dataset D, fairness oracle O, func-
tion f : ~w
Output: the satisfactory weight vector ~w′
1: if O(OrderByf~w (D)) = True then
2: return ~w
3: end if
4: (r,Θ(i)) = ToPolar(~w)
5: mindist=∞
6: for R ∈ R do
7: (dist,Θ(j)) = the minimum θi,j such that CR is satisfied //
based on Equation 10
8: if dist<mindist then
9: Θo = Θ(j), mindist=dist
10: end if
11: end for
12: return ToCartesian(1,Θo)
THEOREM 4. For a constant number of dimensions, the time
complexity of Algorithm 6 isO(n2(d−1)NLp(n2)), whereNLp(n2)
is the time for solving a non-linear programming problem of n2
constraints and a fixed number of variables.
PROOF. Given that the upper-bound on the total number of sat-
isfactory regions, is O(n2(d−1)), the proof is straightforward. For
every satisfactory region, MDBASELINE needs to solve a non-linear
programming problem of sizeO(n2) constraints over fixed number
of variables. Thus, Algorithm 6 is in O(n2(d−1)NLp(n2)).
5. APPROXIMATION
A user developing a scoring function requires an interactive re-
sponse from the system. MDBASELINE is not practical for query
answering as it needs to solve a non-linear programming problem
for each satisfactory region, before answering each query. In this
section, we propose an efficient algorithm for obtaining approxi-
mate answers quickly. Our approach relies on first partitioning the
angle space, based on a user-controlled parameter N , into N cells,
where each cell c is a hypercube of (d − 1)-dimensions. We con-
duct the partitioning in a way that the maximum angle distance
between every pair of functions in every cell is bounded. lease
see the details in Appendix A.2. In the preprocessing, we assign
a satisfactory function f ′c to every cell c such that, for every func-
tion f , the angle between f and f ′c is within a bounded threshold
(based on the value of N ) from f and its optimal answer. To do so,
in § 5.1, we first identify the cells that intersect with a satisfactory
region, and assign the corresponding satisfactory function to each
such cell. Then, in § 5.2, we assign the cells that are outside of the
satisfactory regions to the nearest discovered satisfactory function.
5.1 Identifying cells in satisfactory regions
After partitioning the angle space, our objective here is to find
cells in Cells, the set of all cells, that intersect with at least one
satisfactory region R ∈ R. Formally,
C = {c ∈ Cells | ∃R ∈ R s.t. R ∩ c 6= ∅} (7)
A brute force algorithm follows Equation 7 literally. This al-
gorithm needs to first construct a complete arrangement and then
check the intersection of all N × |R| pairs of cells and satisfactory
regions. Given the potentially large values of N and size of R,
this is inefficient. As discussed in § 4, and experimentally shown
in § 6, the complexity of the arrangement and the running time of
Algorithm 4 highly depends on the number of hyperplanes in the
arrangement. Even though the first few hyperplanes are quickly
added to the arrangement, adding the later hyperplanes is more
time consuming. This observation motivates us to limit the con-
struction of the arrangement to subsets of hyperplanes, as opposed
to constructing the complete arrangement all at once. On the other
hand, the changes in the ordering in every cell is limited to the hy-
perplanes passing through it. As a result, for finding out if a cell
intersects with a satisfactory region, it is enough to only consider
the arrangement of these hyperplanes.
Given a hyperplane h and a cell c, checking if h passes through c
is simple, using the “bottom-left” (bl) and “top-right” (tr) corners
of the cell, i.e., the corners that have the minimum and maximum
values of the cell ranges in each dimensions.
Recall that HYPERPOLAR constructs the hyperplane h in the form
of
∑d−1
k=1 h[k]θk = 1. Thus, for every point p in h
−,
∑d−1
k=1 pkθk ≤
1 while for every point p′ in h+,
∑d−1
k=1 p
′
kθk ≥ 1.Therefore, h
passes through c, iff
∑d−1
k=1 bl[k]θk ≤ 1 and
∑d−1
k=1 tr[k]θk ≥ 1.
The complete pairwise check between each hyperplane and each
cell takes O(N × |H|) time. Instead, we use the following obser-
vation to skip some of the operations: consider a hyperrectangle
specified by its bottom-left corner bl and the top-right corner tr;
also consider a hyperplane h that does not pass through this hyper-
rectangle. For every cell c for which its bottom-left dominates bl
(for each dimension i its value is greater than or equal to bl[i]) and
its top-right corner is dominated by tr, h does not pass through c.
As a result, for checking the cells that intersect with hyperplane
h, one can start from the complete angle space, partition the space
in a hierarchical manner, and prune the cells inside the hyperrect-
angles that do not intersect with h. We adopt the quadtree [18] data
structure for this purpose. To do so, the recursive Algorithm 7 it-
erates over the dimensions in a round robin manner and, at every
step, if h passes through the current hyperrectangle, divides it in
two equi-size hyperrectangles on the current dimension.
Figure 11 illustrates CELLPLANE× for finding the cells that in-
tersect with the drawn line h. The algorithm prunes all cells in the
bottom-right quadrant, since h does not pass through it.
After identifying HC (the sets of hyperplanes passing through
the cells), for each cell c ∈ Cells, we limit the arrangement to
HC[c]. Moreover, note that in this step our goal is to find a sat-
isfactory function inside c. This is different from our objective in
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Algorithm 7 CELLPLANE×
Input: hyperplane h, Cells, low (indices of bottom-left corner),
high (indices of top-right corner), turn (the dimension to divide),
and list of hyperplanes for cellsHC
1: if h does not passes through
· · · rectangle(bottom-left(low),top-right(high)) then return
2: if high[turn] = low[turn] then
3: if ∀1 ≤ i ≤ (d− 1) : low[i]=high[i] then
4: add h to HC[low] and return
5: end if
6: while high[turn] = low[turn] turn= (turn+1)mod(d-1)
7: end if
8: mid = low[turn]+high[turn]/2
9: tmp= high[turn]; high[turn] = mid
10: CELLPLANE× (h,Cells,low,high,(turn+1)mod(d-1),HC)
11: high[turn]=tmp; low[turn] = mid+1
12: CELLPLANE× (h,Cells,low,high,(turn+1)mod(d-1),HC)
Algorithm 8 MARKCELL
Input: cell c,HC
1: if |HC[c]| = 0 then
2: p = a point inside c
3: if O(OrderByp(D)) = True then Marked[c]= p
4: return
5: end if
6: p = a point inHC[c][1]− ∩ c
7: if O(OrderByp(D)) = True then Marked[c]= p; return
8: p = a point inHC[c][1]+ ∩ c
9: if O(OrderByp(D)) = True then Marked[c]= p; return
10: T =new ArrangementTree(HC[c][1])
11: for h ∈ HC[c]\HC[c][1] do
12: if p =ATC+ (T ,h,c,null) is not null then
13: Marked[c]= p; return
14: end if
15: end for
SATREGIONS , where we wanted to find all satisfactory regions.
This gives us the opportunity to apply a stop early strategy, as fol-
lows: at every iteration, while using the arrangement tree for the
construction, check a function inside the newly added regions, and
stop as soon as a satisfactory function is discovered.
Algorithm 8, MARKCELL, assigns a satisfactory function to the
cells that intersect with a satisfactory regionR. It calls Algorithm 9
that adds the new hyperplanes and checks if a function inside the
new regions is satisfactory. Both algorithms stop as soon as they
Algorithm 9 ATC+
Input: arrangement tree T , hyperplane h, cell c, constraints path
to root σ
1: if T is null then
2: T = new ArrangementTree(h)
3: σl = σ ∪ {
∑d−1
k=1 h[k]θk ≤ 1}
4: p = a point in c s.t. σl is satisfied
5: if O(OrderByp(D)) = True then return p
6: σr = σ ∪ {∑d−1k=1 h[k]θk ≥ 1}
7: p = a point in c s.t. σr is satisfied
8: if O(OrderByp(D)) = True then return p
9: return
10: end if
11: σl = σ ∪ {
∑d−1
k=1 T.h[k]θk ≤ 1}
12: if h passes through σl then
13: if p =ATC+ (T ,h,c,σl) is not null then return p
14: end if
15: σr = σ ∪ {∑d−1k=1 T.h[k]θk ≤ 1}
16: if h passes through σr then
17: if p =ATC+ (T ,h,c,σr) is not null then return p
18: end if
find a satisfactory function and assign it to the cell.
Figure 12 illustrates how Algorithm 8 finds a satisfactory func-
tion for cell c. After adding hyperplanes hc1 and hc2, since func-
tions f1 to f6 are unsatisfactory (denoted by red color), Algorithm 8
adds hc3 to the construction. In this example, hc3 does not pass
through {hc−1 , hc−2 }, but it passes through R = {hc−1 , hc+2 }, di-
viding it intoRl = R∪hc−3 andRr = R∪hc+3 . Although f7 ∈ Rl
is unsatisfactory, f8 ∈ Rr is satisfactory. The algorithm assigns f8
to c and stops without constructing the rest of the arrangement.
Considering |HC[c]| as the total number of hyperplanes passing
through a cell c, the complexity their arrangement isO(|HC[c]|d−1).
Thus, adopting Theorem 3 for Algorithm 8, its time complexity is
O
(|HC[c]|dLp(|HC[c]|) + |HC[c]|d−1n lognOn) for a fixed d.
5.2 Coloring cells outside satisfactory regions
So far, we identified cells C that intersect with some satisfactory
region, and assigned a satisfactory function to each of them. We
now focus on cells C¯ that do not contain a satisfactory function.
For ease of explanation, we will represent the satisfactory function
assigned to cell c ∈ C with the color of c (see Figure 13). For each
cell c′ ∈ C¯, our objective is to find the closest satisfactory function
to the center of c′, and to color c′ accordingly (see Figure 14).
To do so, we implement CELLCOLORING , an algorithm that uses
monotonicity of the angular distance and adopts Dijkstra’s algo-
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rithm [19]. The algorithm initially sets the distance of the satis-
factory cells to zero, and the distance of all other cells to ∞, and
adds them to a priority queue Q. Then, while Q is not empty, it
visits the cell c with the minimum distance, and remove it from Q.
For all neighbors of c that are still not visited and their distances
are more than the angular distance of their center with F [c], the
algorithm updates their distance and position in the queue, and sets
their color to F [c].
Algorithm 10 CELLCOLORING
Input: Satisfactory cells C, unsatisfactory cells C¯, and assigned
functions to cells F
1: for c ∈ Cells do
2: visited[c] = False
3: if c ∈ C then Q.add with priority(c, 0)
4: else Q.add with priority(c′,∞)
5: end for
6: while Q is not empty do
7: c = Q.extract min()
8: visited[c] = True
9: for each neighbor c′ of c where visited[c] = False do
10: alt = θF [c],center(c′)
11: if alt<dist[c′] then
12: dist[c’] = alt; F [c′] = F [c]
13: Q.decrease priority(c′, alt)
14: end if
15: end for
16: end while
Since the number of neighbors of each cell is fixed, it is easy to
see that CELLCOLORING is in O(N logN) [19].
Applying CELLCOLORING completes offline preprocessing. Af-
ter this step every cell in the partitioned angle space is assigned a
satisfactory function5. We store the cell coordinates, together with
the assigned satisfactory functions, as an index that enables online
answering of user queries, discussed next.
5.3 Online processing
Given an unsatisfactory function f , we now need to find the cell
to which f belongs, and to return the satisfactory function assigned
to that cell. This is implemented by Algorithm 11 .
Given a query f and the assigned functions to the cells, the al-
gorithm transforms the weight vector of f to polar coordinates and
then performs binary search on each dimension to identify the cell
c to which f belongs. MDONLINE returns the satisfactory function
of the cell, F [c].
THEOREM 5. Algorithm MDONLINE runs in O(logN) time.
PROOF. The proof simply follows the fact that ordering the items
based on the input function is in O(n logn) while finding its cor-
responding cell, using binary search is in O(logN).
THEOREM 6. Let fopt and θopt be the closest function and its
angle distance to a queried function f . Also, let fapp and θapp be
the function and its angle distance that Algorithm 11 returns for f ,
based on the space partitioning parameter N . Then, θapp ≤ θopt
+ 4 arcsin
(
√
d−1
2
d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
)
.
5We assume the existence of at least one satisfactory region.
Algorithm 11 MDONLINE
Input: partitioned space T , assigned functions F , dataset D, fair-
ness oracle O, and weight vector ~w
Output: satisfactory weight vector ~w′
1: if O(OrderByf~w (D)) = True then
2: return ~w
3: end if
4: (r,Θ) = ToPolar(~w)
5: for k = 1 to d− 1 do
6: T = apply binary search on children of T and find the child
to which Θk belongs
7: end for
8: return F [T ]
Figure 15: Illustration of θapp v.s. θopt
PROOF. Let capp and copt be the cells fapp and fopt belong to.
First, there should exists a satisfactory function f ′ inside copt that
is assigned to it. That is because fopt belongs to copt and thus its
intersection with the satisfactory regions is not empty. Figure 15
illustrates such a setting. The point c in the figure shows the center
of the cell that f belongs to. Since fapp is assigned to this cell, the
angle distance between fapp and c (θ1 in the figure) is less than the
angle distance between f ′ and c (θ2 in the figure). Let θ3, θ4, and
θ5 (as specified in the figure) be the angle distance between c and
f , f and f ′, and f ′ and fopt, respectively. Following the triangular
inequality:
θapp ≤ θ1 + θ3, θ4 ≥ θ2 − θ3
⇒ θapp + θ2 − θ3 ≤ θ1 + θ3 + θ4
⇒ θapp ≤ θ4 + 2θ3
Similarly:
θ4 ≤ θ5 + θopt
⇒ θapp ≤ θopt + θ5 + 2θ3
Let θr be the diameter of each cell. Looking at the figure, θ5 ≤ θr
and θ3 ≤ θr/2. Thus:
θapp ≤ θopt + 2θr
Following Equation 14, the diameter of the hypercube base of each
cell is:
ηd =
√
d− 1 d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
Therefore, θr is:
θr = 2 arcsin
(√
d− 1
2
d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
)
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Hence:
θapp ≤ θopt + 4 arcsin
(√
d− 1
2
d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
)
5.4 Sampling for large-scale settings
A critical requirement of our system is to be efficient during on-
line query processing, and it is fine for it to spend more time in the
offline preprocessing. As discussed in § 4 and § 5, the proposed of-
fline algorithms are polynomial for a fixed value of d. In addition,
the arrangement tree (c.f. § 4) and the techniques of § 5 speed up
preprocessing in practice. However, preprocessing can still be slow,
particularly for a large number of items. We reduce preprocessing
time using sampling.
The main idea is that a uniform sample of the data maintains
the underlying properties of the data distribution. Therefore, if a
function is satisfactory for a dataset, it is expected to be satisfactory
for a uniformly sampled subset. Hence, for a datasets with large
numbers of items, one can do the preprocessing on a uniformly
sampled subset to find functions that are expected to be satisfactory
for each cell. We confirm the efficiency and effectiveness of this
method experimentally on a dataset with over one million items in
§ 6.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
6.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware and platform. The experiments were performed on a
Linux machine with a 2.6 GHz Core I7 CPU and 8GB memory.
The algorithms were implemented using Python2.7. We used the
Python scipy.optimize 6 package for LP optimizations.
Datasets. All experiments are conducted on real datasets.
COMPAS: a dataset collected and published by ProPublica as
part of their investigation into racial bias in criminal risk assess-
ment software [3]. The dataset contains demographics, recidivism
scores produced by the COMPAS software, and criminal offense
information for 6,889 individuals.
We used c days from compas, juv other count, days
b screening arrest, start, end, age, and priors cou-
nt as scoring attributes. We normalized attribute values as (val −
min)/(max−min). For all attributes except age, a higher value
corresponded to a higher score. In addition to the scoring attributes,
we consider attributes sex (0:male, 1: female), age binary (0:
less than 35 yo, 1: more than 36 yo), race (0: African Ameri-
can, 1: Caucasian, 2: Other), and age bucketized (0: less than
30 yo, 1: 31 to 40 yo, 2: more than 40 yo), as the type attributes.
COMPAS is the default dataset for our experiments.
US Department of Transportation (DOT): the flight on-time data-
base published by DOT is widely used by third-party websites to
identify the on-time performance of flights, routes, airports, and
airlines [29]. The dataset contains 1,322,024 records, for all flights
conducted by the 14 US carriers in the first three months of 2016.
We use this dataset to study sampling for large-scale settings, and
to showcase the application of our techniques for diversity.
Fairness models. We evaluate performance of our methods over
two general fairness models, see § 2.
FM1, proportional representation on a single type attribute, is the
default fairness model in our experiments. This model can express
6https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/optimize.html
common proportionality constraints from the literature [14,17,33],
including also for ranked outputs [32] and for set selection [27].
The distinguishing features of FM1 are (1) that the type attribute
partitions the input dataset D into groups and (2) that the propor-
tion of members of a particular group is bounded from below, from
above, or both. For the COMPAS dataset, unless noted otherwise,
we state FM1 over the type attribute race as follows: African
Americans constitute about 50% of the dataset; a fairness oracle
will consider a ranking to be satisfactory if at most 60% (or about
10% more than inD) of the top-ranked 30% are African American.
FM2, proportional representation on multiple, possibly overlap-
ping, type attributes, is a generalization of FM1 that can express
proportionality constraints of [9]. As in [9], we bound the num-
ber of members of a group from above. For example, for COM-
PAS, we specify the maximum number of items among the top-
ranked 30% based on sex (80% of D are male), race (50% are
African American), and age bucketized (42% are 30 years old
or younger, 34% are between 31 and 50, and 24% are over 50). In
all experiments, a ranking is considered satisfactory if the propor-
tion of members of a particular demographic group is no more than
10% higher than its proportion in D.
6.2 Validation experiments
In our first experiment, we show that our methods are effective
— that they can identify scoring functions that are both satisfac-
tory and similar to the user’s query. We use the COMPAS dataset
with d = 3 (scoring attributes start, c days from compas,
juv other count, start), and with fairness model FM1 on
race (at most 60% African Americans among the top 30%).
We issued 100 random queries, and observed that 52 of them
were satisfactory, and so no further intervention was needed. For
the remaining 48 functions, we used our methods to suggest the
nearest satisfactory function. Figure 16 presents a cumulative plot
of the results for these 48 cases, showing the angle distance θ(f, f ′)
between the input f and the output f ′ on the x-axis, and the number
of queries with at most that distance on the y-axis.
We observe that a satisfactory function f ′ was found close to
the input function f in all cases. Specifically, note that θ(f, f ′) <
0.6 in all cases, and recall that θ ∈ [0, pi/2], with lower values
corresponding to higher similarity. (For a more intuitive measure:
the value of θ = 0.6 corresponds to cosine similarity of 0.82, where
1 is best, and 0 is worst). Among the 48 cases, 38 had θ(f, f ′) <
0.4 (cosine similarity 0.92).
In our next experiment, we give an intuitive understanding of the
layout of satisfactory regions in the space of ranking functions. We
use COMPAS with age (lower is better) and juv other count
(higher is better) for scoring. The intuition behind this scoring
function is that individuals who are younger, and who have a higher
number of juvenile offenses, are considered to be more likely to re-
offend, and so may be given higher priority for particular supportive
services or interventions.
Naturally, a scoring function that associates a high weight with
age will include mostly members of the younger age group at
top ranks. About 60% of COMPAS are 35 years old or younger.
Consider a fairness oracle that uses FM1 over age binary (with
groups g1: 35 year old or younger, and g2: over 35 years old), and
that considers a ranking satisfactory if at most 70% of the top-100
results are in g1. Because of the correlation (by design) between
one of the scoring attributes and the type attribute, there is only one
satisfactory region for this problem set-up — it corresponds to the
set of functions in which the weight on age is close to 0, and with
the angle with the x-axis (juv other count) of at most 0.31.
Next, suppose that we use the same scoring attributes, but a
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different fairness oracle — one that applies FM1 on the attribute
race, requiring that at most 60 of the top-100 are African Amer-
ican. This time, there exist several satisfactory regions. In fact,
for any assignment of weights to the two scoring attributes, there
exists a satisfactory function f ′ such that θ(f, f ′) < 0.11 (cosine
similarity between f and f ′ is always more than 0.99).
In our final validation experiment, we use juv other count
and c days from compas for scoring, with fairness model FM2
that considers a ranking satisfactory if there are at most 90 males,
at most 60 African Americans, and at most 52 persons who are 30
years old or younger at the top-100. This fairness model is stricter
than in the preceding experiment (with FM1 on race), making the
gaps between the satisfactory regions wider. Still, the maximum
angle between f and f ′ was less than 0.28, which corresponds to
the minimum cosine similarity of 0.96.
6.3 Performance of query answering
While preprocessing can take more time, a critical requirement
of our system is to be fast when answering users’ queries. In this
section, we use the COMPAS dataset and evaluate the performance
of 2DONLINE and MDONLINE , the two-dimensional and multi-
dimensional algorithms for online query answering. We show that
queries can be answered in interactive time. We use the default
fairness model (i.e., at most 60% AA in the top-30%) and the scor-
ing attributes in the same ordering provided in the description of
COMPAS dataset.
2D. One nice property of 2DONLINE is that it does not need to ac-
cess the raw data at query time. It only needs to apply binary search
on the sorted list of satisfactory ranges to locate the position of the
input function f . In this experiment, we compare the required time
for ordering the results based on the input function, averaged over
30 runs of 2DONLINE on random inputs. Confirming the theoreti-
cal O(logn) complexity of 2DONLINE v.s. the O(n logn) for the
ordering, 2DONLINE only required 30 µsec on average, while even
ordering the results based on f (to check if f is satisfactory) re-
quired 25 msec to complete.
MD. In this experiment, similarly to 2D, we took the average run-
ning time of 30 random queries, for between 3 and 6 scoring at-
tributes (dimensions). Upon arrival of a query function f , MDON-
LINE finds the cell to which f belongs in O(logN), and returns
the corresponding satisfactory function f ′. As a result, similar to
2DONLINE is significantly faster than even finding the ordering of
the items based on f . This is confirmed in our experiments were
the running time, in all cases, was less than 200 µsec whereas the
time required to order the items based on f was 25 msec. Please
note that the running time of MDONLINE is independent of n (the
number of items in the dataset) and will perform similarly for the
very large datasets.
6.4 Performance of preprocessing
In order to study the preprocessing performance, similar to § 6.3,
we use COMPAS as the default dataset, the default fairness model
(at most 60% African Americans at the top-ranking 30%), and the
scoring attributes in the same ordering provided in the description
of COMPAS dataset.
2D. We start by evaluating the efficiency of 2DRAYSWEEP, the 2D
preprocessing algorithm proposed in § 3. We study the effect of
n (the number of items in the dataset) on the performance of the
algorithm 2DRAYSWEEP and evaluate the number of ordering ex-
changes and the running time of it. Figure 17 shows the experiment
results for varying the number of items from 100 to 6,000. The x-
axis shows the values of n (in log-scale), and the left and right
y-axes show the number of ordering exchanges and the running
time of 2DRAYSWEEP, respectively. Looking at the left y-axis, one
can observe that the number of ordering exchanges is much smaller
than the theoretical O(n2) upper-bound. For example, while the
upper-bound on the number of ordering exchanges for n = 4k is
16M, the observed number in this experiment was 450k. This is
because the pairs of items in which one dominates the other do not
have a ordering exchange. Also, looking at the right y-axis, and
comparing the dashed orange line (time) with the blue line (num-
ber of ordering exchanges), one can see that the orange line has a
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sharper slope as it passes through the blue line. This is because the
oracle is in O(n) and thus, based on Theorem 1, 2DRAYSWEEP is
in O(n3).
MD, the effect of using arrangement tree. In § 4, we proposed
the arrangement tree data structure for constructing the arrange-
ment of hyperplanes, in order to skip comparing a new hyperplane
with all current regions. Here, as the first MD experiment, we run
the algorithm SATREGIONS as the baseline and also use AT+ for
adding the hyperplanes using the arrangement tree.
Figure 18 shows the incremental cost of adding hyperplanes to
the arrangement when d = 3. While the baseline (SATREGIONS)
needed 8,000 seconds for adding the first 250 hyperplanes, using
the arrangement tree helped save around 7,740 seconds. Fixing the
budget to 8,000 seconds, the baseline could construct the arrange-
ment for the first 250 hyperplanes, while using the arrangement tree
allowed us to extend the construction to 1,200 hyperplanes.
Recall from §4 that the number of regions at step i isO(i2(d−1)),
and hence, adding the consequent hyperplanes (with SATREGIONS)
is more expensive. This is presented in Figure 19, where the y-axis
shows the number of regions in the arrangement (|R|) for different
number of hyperplanes. Observe that the number of regions for the
first 50 hyperplanes is less than 200; it increases to more than 5,000
regions for the hyperplanes that are added after 250th iteration. As
a result, while adding a hyperplane (without using the arrangement
tree) at the first 50 iterations requires checking fewer than 200 re-
gions, adding a hyperplane after iteration 250 requires checking
more than 5,000 regions, and so is significantly more expensive.
MD, preprocessing. We now evaluate the algorithms proposed in
§ 5 for preprocessing the data in partitioned angle space. First,
similar to the 2D experiments, varying n from 200 to 6,000, in
Figure 20 we observe |H| (the number of hyperplanes) as well as
the time for constructing the hyperplanes in the angle coordinate
system. Comparing this figure with Figure 17 (remember that in-
tersections in 2D and hyperplanes in MD refer to the ordering ex-
changes), we observe that |H| gets closer to n2 as the number of
dimensions increase. This is because, as the number of dimensions
increases, the probability that one in a pair of items dominate the
other decreases, and therefore |H| gets closer to n2. Also, looking
at the right-y-axis and the dashed orange line and comparing it with
|H| (the left-y-axis) confirms that the total running time is linear to
the number of hyperplanes.
In the previous experiment for observing the benefit of using
the arrangement tree, we discussed the effect of the number of
hyperplanes on the complexity of the arrangement (quantified by
the number of regions) and on the running time for constructing
it. Thus, rather than constructing the arrangement for the complete
set of hyperplanes, in § 5, we limit the arrangement construction
for each cell to the hyperplanes passing through it. In Figure 21
we set the number of items to 100 and d to 4, and observe the
number of hyperplanes passing through the cells. The x-axis in
Figure 21 is the cells sorted by |HC[c]| (the number of hyperplanes
passing through the cell c), and the y-axis shows |HC[c]| for each
cell c. Looking at the figure, one can see that more than 5000, out
of 6000 cells have less than 100 hyperplanes passing through them,
and even constructing the complete arrangement inside them is not
very expensive. We explained in § 5 that our goal is to associate
a satisfactory function with each cell, allowing MARKCELL to stop
early (before constructing the complete arrangement) once a satis-
factory function is identified.
Figures 22 and 23 show the required time for different steps of
preprocessing, as well as the total preprocessing time. Figure 22
shows the cost for varying n, with d = 3 and N = 40, 000. In
Figure 23 we fix n = 100 and N = 40, 000 and vary d. The yel-
low line in both figures shows the required time for identifying the
hyperplanes passing through each cell. Applying CELLPLANE×
for finding the cells for each hyperplane helps skip a large por-
tion of the cells. Still its running time increases significantly as
n increases. This is because the number of hyperplanes |H| is in
O(n2). On the other hand, despite the complexity of the arrange-
ment construction (c.f. Theorem 3), finding a satisfactory function
for each cell that intersects with a satisfactory region (the dashed
red line) may not be not very expensive and in certain cases has
similar running time as CELLPLANE×. Different optimizations pro-
posed in § 4 and 5 result in reasonable performance of this step.
First, reducing the construction of the arrangement for each cell c,
to the hyperplanes passing through it, reduces the complexity of
the arrangement to |HC[c]|d−1. Second, as shown in Figure 18,
the arrangement tree data structure helps to rule out checking the
intersection of the hyperplanes with all regions. Finally, the early
stop condition is effective at reducing the running time. Still, look-
ing at Figures 22 and 23 this step always takes the majority of the
preprocessing time.
The final step is to use CELLCOLORING to assign the satisfactory
function of the closest satisfactory cell to each unsatisfactory cell.
Using a priority queue, this step is expected to be fast, which is
observed in all the settings in Figures 22 and 23.
MD, sampling for a large-scale setting. We discussed in § 5.4
that preprocessing time can be reduced for very large datasets by
conducting it over a uniform sample. In this experiment, we use the
DOT dataset, with three scoring attributes, departure delay,
arrival delay, and taxi in. The fairness oracle uses FM1
with airline name as the type attribute. A ranking is satisfactory
if the percentage of outcomes from each of four major companies
Delta Airlines (DL), American Airlines (AA), Southwest (WN),
and United Airlines (UA) in the top 10% is at most 5% higher than
their proportion in the dataset.
We sample 1,000 records uniformly at random from the dataset
of 1.3M records and use it for preprocessing with N = 40, 000.
Preprocessing took 1,276 seconds to complete. Next, we used the
complete dataset and checked if the function assigned to the cells
using the sample are in fact satisfactory. It turned out that for all as-
signed functions the percentage of results from each of four major
airlines in the top 10% was at most 5% higher than their proportion
in the whole dataset — all of them were satisfactory.
7. RELATED WORK
Several recent papers focus on measuring fairness in ranked lists
[31, 32], on constructing ranked lists that meet fairness criteria [9],
and on fair and diverse set selection [27]. Fairness in top-k over a
single binary type attribute (such as gender, ethnic majority/minority,
or disability status) is studied in Zehlike et al. [32], where the goal
is to ensure that the proportion of members of a protected group in
every prefix of the ranking remains statistically above a given min-
imum. Celis et al. [9] provide a theoretical investigation of rank-
ing with fairness constraints. In their work, fairness in a ranked
list is quantified as an upper bound on the number of items at the
top-k that belong to multiple, possibly overlapping, types. In con-
trast, our goal is to assist the user in designing fair score-based
rankers. Our framework accommodates a large class of fairness
constraints. In our experiments, we focus on variants of fairness
constraints similar to those in [9, 27, 32].
Diversification of query results has always been an important
data retrieval topic [2, 8, 13]. Different definitions of diversity in-
clude similarity function-based [11] and topic-based [2]. General
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background on diversity and a connection to fairness are provided
in [13]. A nice property of the techniques proposed in this paper
is that they are independent of the choice of a fairness function.
In fact, one can replace the fairness oracle with any binary-output
function that takes an ordering of the items as the input. This makes
our techniques suitable for a general range of diversity definitions.
The techniques provided in this paper mainly follow the concepts
in combinatorial geometry. The general background and the terms
are provided in [12,15]. In addition, [15] discussed the complexity
bounds and proposes the incremental algorithm for constructing the
lattice of arrangement. Arrangement of hyperplanes is also studies
in [22, 25, 26]. Applications of arrangements such as motion plan-
ner in robotics are discussed by P. Agrawal et. al. [1].
8. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, we studied the problem of designing fair ranking
schemes. Considering the linear combinations of attribute values as
the score of each item, our system assists users in choosing criterion
weights that are fair. Creating proper indexes in an offline manner
enables efficient answering of the users’ queries. In addition to the
theoretical analyses, empirical experiments on real datasets con-
firmed both efficiency and effectiveness of our proposal.
In this paper, we designed techniques for a general fairness def-
inition that takes an ordering of the items as input and decides
whether it meets the fairness requirements. Additional informa-
tion about the fairness model can help optimize the techniques. For
example, knowing that the fairness oracle investigates fairness only
within the top-k of the ordering [32] can help in ignoring the items
that do not belong to k convex layers [10], as those will never ap-
pear within the top-k. This reduces complexity of the arrangement
from n2(d−1) to n2(d−1)k , where nk is the number of items in the
top k convex layers. We will explore this and other kinds of opti-
mizations in future work. The techniques of this paper are provided
for a fixed number of dimensions. We consider extending our tech-
niques to a variable number of dimensions for future work.
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APPENDIX
A. APPENDIX
A.1 Angle distance computation
As explained in § 2, linear ranking function can be represented
as rays in Rd that start at the origin. These rays can be represented
by d − 1 angles. Consider a ray ρ that starts from the origin and
passes through the point p. Let polar(p) = 〈r,Θ〉 be the polar rep-
resentation of p. First all the points p′ that ρ passes through them
have the polar representative 〈r′,Θ〉. Second, for a point p with the
polar representative 〈r,Θ〉, there is one and only one ray starting
from the origin that passes through it. Thus, the angle vector Θ of
size d − 1 is enough for identifying this ray. We use cosine simi-
larity to compute the angle distance between two rays, represented
by the angle vectors Θ(i) and Θ(j).
Consider the point pi = 〈1,Θ(i)〉 (that the ray Θ(i) passes through
it). The cartesian coordinates of pi are7:
pi = 〈sin Θ(i)k
d−1
Π
l=k+1
cos Θ
(i)
l , ∀0 ≤ k < d〉 (8)
Using the definition of cosine similarity, for the points pi = 〈1,Θ(i)〉
and pj = 〈1,Θ(j)〉:
cos(θij) =
d−1∑
k=0
sin Θ
(i)
k sin Θ
(j)
k
d−1
Π
l=k+1
(cos Θ
(i)
l cos Θ
(j)
l ) (9)
Thus, θij (the angle between the rays Θ(i) and Θ(j)) is:
θij = arccos
( d−1∑
k=0
sin Θ
(i)
k sin Θ
(j)
k
d−1
Π
l=k+1
(cos Θ
(i)
l cos Θ
(j)
l )
)
(10)
A.2 Angle space partitioning
According to Appendix A.1, the distance between two rays spec-
ified by two (d − 1) dimensional angle vectors Θ(i) and Θ(j) is
not the same as their euclidean distance. Thus, as also discussed
in [30], a regular grid partitioning that equally partitions each axis
into d
√
N equal size ranges will not generate cells of equal sizes.
One can verify this by looking at Figure 9, in which the cells in
the bottom row have larger areas than the ones in the upper rows.
Inspired by [30], we propose the angle space partitioning that par-
titions the space into N equal area cells. We do the partitioning
using the surface of (the first quadrant of) the unit hypersphere in
Rd. Consider a hypercone starting from the origin, while its base is
a hypercube (square in R3) on the surface of unit hypersphere. We
want to partition the space into N such hypercones such that the
7To simplify the equation, we set Θ(i)0 to pi/2, by appending it to the be-
ginning of the vector Θ.
area of all cells are equal. The total area of the space (the area of
the first quadrant of the unit hypersphere) is 8
η =
pid/2
2d−1Γ(d/2)
(11)
where Γ is the gamma function. Thus, the area of each cell is
ηcell =
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
(12)
Considering the cells to be small enough, one can assume that the
area of each cone on the surface of the hypersphere is equal to the
area if its base. The area of a hypercube with sides of size γ is γd−1
(e.g. γ2 in R3). Assuming the area of the hypercone and its base
to be equal, using Equation 12, the sides of the hyper square are of
size:
d−1√ηcell = d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
(13)
Since the radius of the hypersphere is 1, the angle between the rays
in two corners of a side are:
γ = 2 arcsin
d−1
√
pid/2
N2d−1Γ(d/2)
2
(14)
We use γ, as computed in Equation 14, for angle space partitioning,
as follows.
Consider the axes θ1, θ2, · · · , θd−1. For every axis, we maintain
a vector of angles Tθi such that each element Tθi [j] of the vector
contains:
• range: the borders of the row in axis θi.
• elements: the vector of angles for axis Tθi+1 in row Tθi [j].
One can see the partitioning data structure as a tree of depth d−1
that its leaves are the cells; the path from the root to each leaf identi-
fies its borders in every dimension. In order to construct the ranges,
in an iterative manner, we apply Equation 10 to specify ranges of
angle γ as the rows of each axis. Then, we recursively partition
the rows of the axis into equal area cells. Algorithm 12 shows the
pseudo code for angle space partitioning. Consider the moment
where the algorithm is partitioning the i-th axis and the current
point is in the form of pc = 〈Θ1,Θ2, · · · ,Θi−1, θ, 0, · · · , 0〉. The
objective is to find the next point in i-th axis such that the angle of
its corresponding ray with the current point is γ. The next point is
in the form of pn = 〈Θ1,Θ2, · · · ,Θi−1, θ′, 0, · · · , 0〉, where θ′ is
unknown. Using Equation 10, the angle between the rays of pc and
pn can be rewritten as:
cos γ = cos θ′ cos θ
i−1∑
k=0
sin2 Θk
i−1
Π
l=k+1
(cos2 Θl) + sin θ
′ sin θ
(15)
Let α be cos θ
i−1∑
k=0
sin2 Θk
i−1
Π
l=k+1
(cos2 Θl) and β be sin θ. Then
the angle between the above equation is
α cos θ′ + β sin θ′ = cos γ
Now, let us set δ = arctan β
α
and ∆ =
√
α2 + β2. Thus,
∆ cos δ cos θ′ + ∆ sin δ sin θ′ = cos γ
⇒ ∆ cos(θ′ − δ) = cos γ
⇒ θ′ = arccos cos γ
∆
+ δ (16)
8http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Hypersphere.html
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Algorithm 12 ANGLEPARTITIONING
Input: axis number i, angle combination for previous axes Θ, d
Output: Partitioned space T
1: θ = 0, T = {}, j = 1
2: while θ < pi/2 do
3: compute θ′, using Equation 16
4: T [j].range= (θ, θ′)
5: if i < (d− 1) then
6: Θ[i] = θ
7: T [j].elements=ANGLEPARTITIONING (Θ, i+ 1, d)
8: end if
9: θ = θ′, j = j + 1
10: end while
11: return leaves(T )
THEOREM 7. Algorithm 12 is in O(N).
PROOF. The total number of cells is N . Looking at the recur-
sion tree, every leaf of the tree (every cell) has the level d. There-
fore, for a constant value of d, the cost of generating each cell is
constant. Therefore, Algorithm 12 is in O(N).
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